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Our methodology

For its barometer, Maison&Objet surveys the community
of key industry stakeholders twice a year about major
market indicators and issues of current interest.

3 different populations are monitored:

RETAILERS

SPECIFIERS

BRANDS

The data in this report are based on the results of an
online survey conducted from March 25th to April 8th, 2024,
of 1,090 respondents.

This report will reveal comparisons with recurrent
indicators from previous edition of the April Maison&Objet
Barometer.

The respondents also includes 12 hotels & restaurants but 
without specific analysis focused on this target.

370 306
Brands

402
Retailers Specifiers

1, 090
Respondents



From October 2023 to March 2024, the results for our professionals is very mixed.

39% of respondents reported a fall in sales, 36% that sales had remained stable and 25% that sales had increased compared to the
same period last year. These results depends on the profiles surveyed.

Retailers are the target group mostly affected, with 43% of them reporting a fall in sales.



We asked retailers to assess their sales performance (in volume
terms) per product category over the past six months.

Furniture seems to have been hard hit, with 57% of retaillers
reporting a decrease in sales from October 2023 to March 2024.

Almost half of retailers selling connected objects, tableware and
home textiles also reported a decline.

On the other hand, some products performed better : fragrances
and wellness products, cooking, groceries and gifts.

These product categories saw an increase in sales volume for
28%, 27% and 24% of retailers respectively.

"I’m going to talk to you about what I know: high-end furniture.

The furniture market (other than sofas) is down quite sharply.

This seems to be settling in as the “New Normal”.

So, it doesn’t seem likely (unfortunately) that we’ll get back to

previous levels of sales. It appears that clients have less of a need

for furniture, and the average spend seems to be decreasing."

A contemporary furniture brand



Despite the turbulence observed between October 2023 and March 2023, decoration, design and lifestyle professionals remain
confident in the next 6 months.

45% of the professionals surveyed expect their sales outlook to be neutral from April 2024 to September 2024, while 34% have a positive outlook
for the next six months.

Once again, a difference emerges for retailers : 28% of them have a positive outlook for the coming months, compared to 37% and 38%
respectively for specifiers and brands.

"The market appears to be slowing down considerably. We’ll need to stay creative to reinvent ourselves and create concepts that go well beyond simple

product purchases.”

A kid concept store (France)



Instagram brings together all the players in its position as the number 1 communication channel.

Facebook remains the playground for retailers: 67% of them rely on this social network for their visibility.

4 out of 10 specifiers communicate on the professional social network LinkedIn.

Brands are using their power to communicate through email campaigns and newsletters.





Retailers keep on renewing their assortments, with an average of 5
new brands added from October 2023 to March 2024.

Stock levels are comparable to those seen a year ago. In April 2024,
54% of distributors surveyed said that stock levels were stable.



9 out of 10 retailers plan to place orders from April to September
2024.

Although 46% of them declare that orders will be lower, 37% of
resellers state that the orders will be equal to the same period last
year. 11% of retailers plan to place more orders.

74% of retailers will be using promotions as a means of selling off
their stocks.

44% plan to apply the same discounts as last year over the next 6
months.



Over the period from October 2023 to March 2024, the
distribution channels were not all in the same boat.

Physical distribution has seen the biggest decline, with 42% of
distributors reporting a fall in the quantities sold at points of sale
compared with last year.

6 out of 10 distributors surveyed who use social networks for sales
purposes consider that 38% of their sales were on a par with the
same period last year.

Among distributors who have used marketplaces (note: 2 out of 10
retailers we surveyed are involved), 55% have seen no sales or a
decline in sales.

However, some online shops have also experienced difficulties: 4
out of 10 report zero or falling sales.

Nevertheless, e-commerce remains the best performing channel:
28% of e-tailers report that their sales volume increased between
October 2023 and March 2024.

 "The challenge is to keep existing without having to move into online

sales. In-person showrooms are essential for brand development. Every day, we

come up against online shops that don’t have to bear the same costs as us.

Brands need to keep a close eye on their distribution network and the prices

they offer. Thank you for giving us a forum to express our views.

An independent furniture and decoration showroom 







The specifiers surveyed have contracted an average of 6 projects between October 2023 and March 2024.

An average of one contracted project per month, already observed in our previous barometers.

Specifiers are therefore maintaining their business in a challenging environment.

  "The problem with being a solopreneur today is managing all the different facets of our business (sales development, advertising, accounting, etc.), without

losing sight of our main objective: serving our clients…Each day offers new challenges, and each step we take moves us closer to success!"

An interior designer (France) 

While the overall observation among the specifiers surveyed seems to be that there has been a decline in the number of development
projects, these numbers are once again worth qualifying depending on the type of project, the size of the firm, and the geographic
location.

Thus, 65% of survey respondents stated that, over the past 6 months, the number of residential projects, the field of play for over 2/3 of
specifiers from the Maison&Objet community, stayed the same, or even increased.

But if we look more closely, of the 36% who experienced a drop in projects, French stakeholders were particularly affected: this figure
was 43% for them, compared to 22% for the rest of the world. In the specific case of France, economic circumstances were highlighted
by observers to explain this notable decline. A lack of rental properties and a drop in real estate transactions, both residential and
commercial had an impact. The lowering of mortgage rates to under 4% is nevertheless a good omen for 2024, according to the
newspaper Les Echos (1), which reports a leap of 51.8% in the generation of loans in the first quarter and of 46.2% in mortgage loans
granted.

In terms of shop, office, hotel, and restaurant projects, large firms are doing better than small agencies and independent specifiers. With
an increase of 41% in their workspace projects and 50% for retail projects, compared to 26 and 23% for specifier participants of all
sizes, firms with more than 10 employees stand out from the rest in terms of their momentum.

 "Very exciting times wherein we have increased access to creative ideas and methods for exploring creative options, as well as ear of rendering and

conceiving new ideas."

An architecture & interior design firm (USA)





In April 2024, 54% of brands are maintaining their stocks.

In comparison with April 2023, slightly more brands are reporting
overstock: 29% compared to 22%, an increase of 7 points.

Nevertheless, brands remain ready to engage in the coming months :
89% of brands will launch new products between April and
September 2024.







 

 

 "I believe we need to stay up-to-date and aware of the latest technologies.

This way, these new tools can "assist" us with certain aspects of our business, without

becoming a substitute for them. It's important to highlight the service and creativity that we

offer. In other words, yes, let’s welcome these tech innovations, but in a measured

manner…That is what will make the difference in the long run."

An interior designer from the south of France 

 "Curiosity in any domain is essential for growth. New tools can sometimes be

quite challenging to master, but they’ll allow us to get out of our comfort zone, question

ourselves, and enhance what we thought we already did quite well."

A professional specialized in event decoration 

 "AI is a technology that’s in the making, but rather than turning our backs on it, 

why not learn to integrate it into our workflow so we can move our practices forward?"

An interior design firm 



Discover all the figures from the 
Maison&Objet barometer in 
infographic form at
www.maison-objet.com !

S Y N T H E S I S  A T  Y O U R  D I S P O S A L

https://edmmo.s3.amazonaws.com/Website__donwload/Barometre+Maison%26Objet+Barometer/008_Barometer-Maison%26Objet_2024April__EN_2p.pdf
https://edmmo.s3.amazonaws.com/Website__donwload/Barometre+Maison%26Objet+Barometer/008_Barometer-Maison%26Objet_2024April__IA__EN.pdf
https://www.maison-objet.com/en/paris/magazine/deco-trends/adaptability-and-refreshed-product-ranges-for-a-return-to-growth


Next barometer coming: OCTOBER 2024

The barometer of the international decor, design and lifestyle industry
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